
BJU Press - 7th Grade - Grammar and Writing - Quarter 4 Map
Quarter
Week

Unit/Lesson Project/Activity Modification Submit to
Ignitia

Objective

Qtr 4
Week 1

Day 1: Lesson
126
Day 2: work day
Day 3: Lessons
130-131
Day 4: work day
Day 5: Lesson
130 Drafting

*Create a list of reasons to
support an argument *Organize
reasons into a tentative outline
for an argumentative piece
*Analyze the effective use of
quotations in a mentor text
*Understand the purpose of
providing support in an
argumentative paper *Draft an
argumentative piece using clear
reasons and relevant evidence
in a strategic order *

Qtr 4
Week 1

Day 1: Work day
Day 2: Lesson
135
Day 3: Lesson
136
Day 4: Work day

*Evaluate the argumentative
draft, using a rubric *Revise the
argumentative draft

Qtr 4
Week 3

Day 1: Work day
Day 2: Lesson
140
Day 3: Lesson
141
Day 4: Lesson
142

Submit
Argumenta
tive paper
to Ignitia

*Use the subjective case for
pronouns functioning as subject
or as predicate nouns *Use the
objective case for pronouns
functioning as direct objects,
indirect objects, or objects of
prepositions *Analyze
sentences to choose correctly
between we and us and
between who and whom *Use
possessive pronoun/contraction
pairs correctly *Use correct
personal pronoun courtesy
order *

Qtr 4
Week 4

Day 1: Lesson
143
Day 2: Lesson
144
Day 3: Lesson
145
Day 4: Lesson
146/147 Chapter
15 Review and

Skip writing
reflection

Submit
Chapter 15
Test

*Use reflexive and intensive
pronouns correctly *Avoid using
hisself and theirselves *revise
sentences to eliminate unclear
pronoun reference *Analyze
how different perspectives affect
writing *Avoid hypercorrection in
pronoun choice
*Evaluate original sentences



test that use second-person
pronouns *Review And test
material from Grammar Chapter
15

Qtr 4
Week 5

Day 1: Poem
Day 2: Poem
Day 3: Work day
Day 4: Lesson
148

Submit
Create and
article
project

*Brainstorm ideas for a poem
*Create a poem based on the
theme of perseverance *Apply
the five-step writing process
*Choose the correct end mark
for a sentence *Use periods
correctly other than for end
marks, including the formation
of abbreviations, outlines, lists,
and decimals

Qtr 4
Week 6

Day 1: Lesson
149
Day 2: Lesson
150
Day 3: Lesson
151
Day 4: Lesson
152

*Use a comma to separate
certain clauses in compound
and complex sentences *Use a
comma to separate three or
more items in a series
*Determine whether a comma is
needed to separate two
adjectives that modify the same
noun in a sentence *Use
commas to separate various
sentence elements *Use a
comma to separate a direct
quotation from the rest of the
sentence and to separate the
day from the year. *Use
commas properly with
quotations, dates and
addresses *Use commas
correctly in letters. *Use
semicolons and colons correctly
*Combine sentences using a
comma and conjunction,
semicolon, or a colon *recall
correct punctuation of quotation
marks with commas, periods,
question marks, or exclamation
points

Qtr 4
Week 7

Lessons 163
-

Day 1: lesson 153
Day 2: Lesson
154
Day 3: Lesson
155
Day 4: Lesson

*Italicize or underline words and
letters being discussed, names
of large vehicles, titles of long
works, and name of works of art
*Use an apostrophe to show the
omission of letters or numbers,



156 to show the plurals of letters
being discussed, and to form
the possessive of nouns *Use a
hyphen to divide words of
correctly at the end of a line and
to show the omission of a
connecting word *Use a hyphen
between the words of multiword
numbers up to ninety-nine and
between the two parts of a
fraction that is written out.
*Analyze a mentor text’s
effective use of punctuation for
style, tone and clarity

Qtr 4
Week 8

Day 1: Chapter 16
Recap
Day 2: Lesson
157 and test
Day 3: Chapter
17, Lesson 159
Day 4: Lesson
160

Submit
chapter 16
Test

*Recall punctuation rules
covered in Chapter 16 *Review
and test Chapter 16 Grammar
*Capitalize proper nouns
naming people and places
*Identify capitalization errors
and proper capitalization of
religious terms, large
constructions, organizations
and businesses, nationalities,
ethnic groups, languages, and
flags

Qtr 4
Week 9

Day 1: Lesson
161
Day 2: Lesson
162
Day 3: Lesson
163
Day 4: Lesson
164 review and
test chapter 17

Submit
chapter 17
Test

*Differentiate between
capitalization errors and proper
capitalization of titles, calendar
items, and historical terms
Identify capitalization eros and
proper capitalization of proper
adjectives, the word I, first
words, and certain parts of a
letter *Avoid capitalizing
common nouns *Define
figurative language, metaphor,
and simile *Review and test
material from Chapter 17


